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ice bird the classic story of the first single handed - david lewis and his small yacht ice bird set sail from sydney
australia on a search for high adventure the voyage full of drama emotion and pain takes place in the least hospitable and
most fascinating part of the earth the antarctic, a voyage to antarctica al jazeera english - during the expedition the
scientists will collect more than 10 000 samples and millions of megabytes of data a voyage like this has never been done
before in one season and will visit many places that are too remote for other scientists to reach including some sub antarctic
islands that have never been studied, the ice master the doomed 1913 voyage of the karluk - the ice master the doomed
1913 voyage of the karluk jennifer niven on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers the karluk set out in 1913 in
search of an undiscovered continent with the largest scientific staff ever sent into the arctic soon after, voyage of the james
caird wikipedia - the voyage of the james caird was a small boat journey from elephant island in the south shetland islands
to south georgia in the southern atlantic ocean a distance of 1 300 km 800 mi undertaken by sir ernest shackleton and five
companions it aimed to obtain rescue for the main body of the imperial trans antarctic expedition of 1914 1917 which was
stranded on elephant island after the, antarctic time line of discovery south pole - it is nearly impossible to exhibit a
detailed chronology of exploration in the antarctic region simply due to the fact that there have been over 300 expeditions to
the antarctic mainland not to mention the subantarctic islands, antarctic explorers james clark ross south pole - james
clark ross born in 1800 entered the navy at 11 years of age during his first years of service he was tutored and watched over
by his uncle sir john ross, antarctica cruises small ships cruise deals expert - antarctica a continent of superlatives
antarctica is the coldest windiest driest iciest place on earth antarctica small ship expedition cruises utilize long days to
experience the world s greatest concentration of wildlife, antarctica travel a guide for travelling to antarctica - contact
our travel partners who will help you find the best cruise for your requirements tourism in antarctica the continent in brief
there are no indigenous people on antarctica the population varies from fewer than 1 000 in winter to over 50 000 in summer
5 000 scientists from 27 of the countries party to the antarctic treaty plus tourists, first ship crosses arctic in winter
without an icebreaker - a ship has made a winter crossing of the arctic without an icebreaker for the first time as global
warming causes the region s ice sheets to melt, antarctica cruises tours travel australia s - travelling to antarctica from
australia can be achieved a few ways either fly to south america or depart directly on your antarctica cruise from australia or
new zealand, antarctica erupts travel smithsonian - george steinmetz was drawn to mount erebus in antarctica by the ice
the volcano constantly sputters hot gas and lava sculpting surreal caves and towers that the photographer had read about
and, home dr alex kumar - is a british global health medical doctor practicing in london alex has lived worked and travelled
through over 90 countries as one of the uk s most travelled doctors, the cosmic conspiracy secrets of the universe meanwhile as sadness permeated the american naval bases from decommissioning of ships ed admiral d c ramsey chief of
naval operations was in washington signing his name to an astounding set of orders addressed to commanders in chief of
the atlantic and pacific fleets these orders would establish the antarctic developments project which would be carried out
during the forthcoming, the best of antarctica 10 must see highlights y travel blog - this is a post by suravi thomas from
suzie ventures if ever given the chance to visit the seventh and arguably the most enchanting continent of antarctica take it i
can assure you there is nowhere on the planet quite like it, erebus and terror john franklin antarctica - not here the white
north has thy bones and thou heroic sailor soul art passing on thine happier voyage now toward no earthly pole, nuclear
plant leak in antarctica suspected of causing cancer - reports are surfacing of navy veterans contracting cancer after
serving at the mcmurdo station in antarctica when the station was powered by a problem prone nuclear power plant nuclear
plant leak in antarctica suspected of causing cancer charlie swinney died one year ago from cancer that, extraordinary
icebergs 55 reasons why majestic ice - feeling tiny in greenland small boat next to massively and majestic iceberg the
national snow and ice data center nsidc said the term iceberg refers to chunks of ice larger than 5 meters 16 feet across
smaller icebergs known as bergy bits and growlers can be especially dangerous for ships because they are harder to spot
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